Introduction

1
Mutations that kill and sicken segregate in populations and are created anew each generation (Agrawal and 2 Whitlock 2012). The rate at which mutations appear, and how these mutations interact to determine fitness, 3 tell us how maladapted populations are expected to be in comparison to some optimum (Poon and Otto 4 2000; Silander et al. 2007 ). This fitness load is especially heavy on genes experiencing little or no MA lines (Nuzhdin et al. 1997) . In principle, mutation rates could also increase without genetic evolution, 24 if uncontrolled aspects of the growth environment raise mutation rates over time (an instance of mutationrate plasticity; Krasovec et al. 2014) . Because non-linear fitness decline in MA lines can have many causes, 1 inferences about epistatic interactions among mutations accumulated in MA lines require direct 2 determination of these epistatic effects. 3
Here we address experimentally two aspects of fitness and epistatic effects of new mutations in MA 4 experiments. First, we segregated mutations from haploid and diploid MA lines of the yeast Saccharomyces 5 cerevisiae previously published by Dickinson (2008) , who observed an accelerating fitness decline in those 6 lines. We find that load in those lines is due to one or two mutations of large effect, and that synergistic 7 epistasis does not explain the trend of accelerating fitness decline. Second, we ask whether loaded haploid 8 lines have higher genetic mutation rates than their ancestor. We find that this is not the case; mutation rates 9 to canavanine resistance were not higher in loaded strains, and already loaded strains did not accumulate 10 more load at an increased rate. Moreover, there was no heterogeneity in the number of large-effect 11 mutations accumulated among replicate lines. We explain the accelerated rates of mutation accumulation 12 and fitness decline as the effect of cryptic environmental factors that increased mutation rates during the 13 last third of the line transfers relatively to the first two thirds. This interpretation is supported by the fact 14 that the number of large-effect mutations accumulated per generation increased over the course of the MA 15 transfers in both haploid and diploid lines, even though only the fitness of haploid parental lines declined 16 at an accelerating rate. Our results have important implications for the interpretation and design of mutation 17 accumulation experiments, and provide further support for the idea that most of the fitness loss in small 18 populations is due to few mutations of large fitness effect . 19 Methods sodium citrate and incubated overnight at 37 C with proteinase K and RNAse A in 0.5 ml of 50 mM sodium 1 citrate with shaking. Samples were then sonicated. Finally, cells were re-suspended in 0.5 ml 50 mM 2 sodium citrate with 0.5 µg/ml SYTOX Green dye, incubated for 2-3 hours at room temperature, and 3 processed with a FACSCalibur (Becton-Dickson, Le Pont-de-Claix, France). The two modes of the 4 distribution of fluorescence (height of FL1 values) were used to determine ploidy (cells in G1 and G2 each 5 form a mode; Delobel and Tesnière 2014). These measurements were replicated on two different days. 6
Segregating mutations 7
We dissected eight complete meiotic tetrads for all 16 evolved diploid clones from generation 4800 (16 8 tetrads for strains carrying a lethal mutation). For the 12 lines that carried at least one large-effect mutation 9
at t=4800 (detectable among haploid segregants following two replicate fitness measures), we also dissected 10 8 tetrads (16 tetrads when a lethal was present) from the clone from generation 3100. Fitness was assayed 11 in duplicate for each haploid segregant (32 segregants × (16 + 12) evolved diploids = 896 segregants). All 12 tetrad dissections were done on YPD plates and, after 2 days of incubation at 30C, each plate was replica-13 Because our ability to analyze mutations with selection coefficient −0.02 < < 0.02 is limited given the 16 large number of genotypes assayed, we analyzed only haploid lines for which clones from either generation 17 3100 or 4800 have < −0.02 relative to the ancestor, yielding 13 haploid lines out of 32. However, the 18 final genotype from line B5 (fitness 0.93 at generation 4800) could not be mated to the ancestor and was 19 not analyzed further. 20
The analysis of haploids genotypes started by eliminating the mitochondrial genome from the evolved 21 strains, prior to mating them to the ancestral genotypes. This was done to prevent mitochondrial were grown in presence of the mutagen for two daily cycles (10 µl transferred to 1 ml medium, incubation 4 at 30 C) and plated on YPGD (20 g/L glycerol, 1 g/L glucose 20 g/L bacteriological peptone, 10 g/L yeast 5 extract 20 g/L agar). Following two days of incubation at 30 C, colonies from the cultures exposed to 6 ethidium bromide were small relative to respiratory-competent controls. These small colonies (petites) are 7 formed by cells lacking mitochondrial DNA, or p 0 cells (Spencer and Spencer 1993). We mated these p 0 8 evolved strains to each haploid ancestral genotype (Ai p0 and Bi p0 with C, Ci p0 and Di p0 with A) to isolate 9 diploid hybrids heterozygous for accumulated nuclear mutations, but all sharing the ancestral mitochondrial 10 genome. We then sporulated these diploid hybrids to segregate accumulated mutations. Eight tetrads were 11 dissected for each of the 12 hybrids (8 tetrads × 4 spores × 12 lines = 384 segregants). We can reject the 12 possibility that ethidium bromide mutagenesis generated new nuclear mutations by comparing the fitness 13 of the least fit segregants in each cross with that of the corresponding genotype from t=4800. If a given p0 14 t=4800 genotype carried new deleterious mutations as a result of the mutagenesis, it would generate 15 segregants that are less fit than the mtDNA-carrying t=4800 parent; yet we never observed this (Table 1) . 16
Fitness assays 17
The fitness of haploid and diploid evolved clones and all segregants were estimated by head-to-head 18 competitions in liquid YPD. Segregants from a given evolved clone were always analyzed together and 19 with 20 to 80 replicates of the appropriate mutation-free ancestor (A to D). Strains maintained frozen in 20 15% glycerol were inoculated in 150 µl YPD on 96-microwell plates and incubated overnight at 30 C 21 without shaking. Two days later, cultures were streaked onto YPD plates and incubated for two days at 30 22 C. For each genotype assayed, a single colony was inoculated into 1 ml liquid YPD on 24-well plates. 23
These cultures were incubated for 24 hours after which 3 µl of each culture were independently mixed with 24 of incubation, 4 µl were transferred to fresh wells containing 1 ml YPD. Plates with one-day old mixtures 1 were kept at 4 C (for up to 3 hours) until FACS analyses for estimating the initial frequencies of focal with the C ancestor, sporulating the resulting diploid and dissecting tetrads. 5
Mutation rates to canavanine resistance 6
For the parental haploid strains from t=4800 (carrying evolved mitochondrial genomes), we determined 7 single-locus mutation rates using a fluctuation test for canavanine resistance, coded by a null allele at the 8 CAN1 locus. We used liquid cultures and the p0 method (Luria and Delbrück 1943; Rosche and Forster 9 2000) to estimate the mutation rate at CAN1. This consisted of inoculating a small volume (3 µl) of diluted 10
(1/100) overnight cultures in replicate wells from 96 well-plates containing 100 µl minimal medium (DM) 11 supplemented with uracil. The cultures were then incubated for two days to reach their limiting cell density, 12 after which the entire cultures (~100 µl) were transferred to 100 µl of DM+uracil supplemented with 0. Throughout these experiments, evaporation was prevented with Breathe-easy films. The mutation rate is 18
given by −ln( 0 ), with p0 the proportion of cultures without mutations that corresponds to the zero term 19 from the Poisson-distributed number of mutations for each replicate culture. Mutations rates per cell were 20 calculated for each strain by dividing −ln( 0 ) by the number of cells transferred above into 100 µl of 21 canavanine medium (cell densities in DM+ura were counted using a CASY counter). The protocol 22 described above was calibrated in pre-experiments to obtain 0.1 < 0 < 0.7 (Rosche and Forster 2000). 23
Results
1
MA lines 2
The median fitness change per generation in the haploid lines was six times steeper during the last 1700 3 generations than the first 3100 generations (-9.0×10 -7 versus -5.5×10 -6 ; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Z= 1.66, 4 P=0.0002; Figure 1A ). Note that this acceleration of fitness loss is conservative because we assumed that 5 the number of generations lines underwent between each transfer cycle was constant (at 24 generations per 
Fitness effect and timing of accumulated mutations 18
We segregated the mutations accumulated in the 12 haploid lines with a >2% fitness difference relative to 19 the ancestor at either time-point (3100 or 4800 generations). Mutations were segregated by mating evolved 20 haploids lacking mtDNA (ρ0) to the ancestral strain of opposite mating-type, and dissecting meiotic tetrads 21 of the resulting hybrids. Three lines carried a single large mutation as indicated by 2:2 fitness patterns in 22 each tetrad (e.g. Figure 2A ), seven lines carried two large-effect mutations, as indicated by four discretefitness classes among segregants (e.g. Figure 2B , C), altogether cumulating 17 single-mutations (Table 1) , 1 whereas the remaining two lines did not carry identifiable mutations with large effect. 2
In the seven lines carrying two large mutations, there are only three possible tetrad types: tetratypes (ab, 3 aB, Ab, AB), non-parental ditypes (aB, aB, Ab, Ab), and parental ditypes (ab, ab, AB, AB). For the 10 strains 4 carrying one or two large-effect mutation, mutation-free segregants (AB) were identified as those having 5 fitness similar to the ancestors, and whole tetrads were then used to estimate the fitness of each genotype 6 (Table 1) . These large-effect mutations explain nearly all the variance in fitness among segregants in eight 7 of the 10 lines (Figure 3 ), although other mutations make a small (<5%) but statistically significant (P<0.05) 8 contribution to fitness variation in six of the 10 lines (segregant effect in Table 1 ). Such segregant effects 9
indicate the presence of at least one mutation with ≾ 1%. Segregants carrying the large effect mutations 10 have fitness similar to that of the strain isolated at t=4800, except for three lines (B4, C3, D1) for which 11 double mutants are slightly fitter than the t=4800 parent ( Figure 3 , Table 1 ; see Discussion). 12
The two lines without discernible large effect mutations are (1) line C7, the fittest haploid studied here, 13 which nevertheless carried small mutations evidenced by a strong segregant effect in a model including 14 Figure 1B) . 18
In most cases we were able to determine if large-effect mutations occurred before or after t=3100, and thus 19 attribute each mutation to a time period by comparing fitness classes among segregants to the fitness of 20 parent genotypes at t=3100 and t=4800 (Table 1) . We thus attribute seven large mutations to the first 3100 21 generations, and 10 mutations to the last 1700 generations (Tables 1, 3 ). The timing of mutations in lines 22
C5 is unclear; they occurred in both time-periods but were too numerous to be counted. Hereafter, we 23 consider that line C5 has accumulated 2 or 3 large-effect mutations in each period. The overall rate ofmutations affecting fitness in the haploid lines was at least (17 large + 6 small + 1 in line C7 + 5 in line 1 C5)/(32×4800) = 1.89 ×10 -4 mutations per haploid genome replication, conservatively assuming segregant 2 effects are caused by a single mutation and that the 20 haploid lines not studied here did not carry mutations 3 affecting fitness. On the other hand, mutation rates are likely overestimated because we assumed that all 4 lines consistently underwent 24 generations per transfer cycle, even though this number probably declined 5 as lines accumulated deleterious mutations. 6
We also segregated mutations present in the 16 diploid lines at t=4800, as well as t=3100 for 12 diploid 7 lines with large mutations at t=4800. The 16 diploid lines accumulated eight lethal mutations over the course 8 of the experiment (Table 2 ). Four lethals appeared in the first 3100 generations and four more in the last 9 1700 generations. Fitness assays further revealed nine large-effect, non-lethal mutations accumulated in the 10 first 3100 generations and eight more in the last 1700 generations. Line F5 had two clear mutations at 11 generation 3100, but too many mutations to observe fitness classes by generation 4800; we attribute line 12 F5 one more mutation, for a total of nine in the second period. Finally, significant segregant effects were 13 present in five lines by generation 3100, and five more lines by generation 4800 (Table 2 ). Figure 4 14 compares large mutations in diploid versus haploid lines (see also Tables 2, 3) . 15
Summing 8 lethal mutations, 18 non-lethal large-effect mutations, and 10 segregant effects together, we 16 obtain a rate of (8 +18 + 10)/(4800×16×2) = 2.34×10 -4 mutations per haploid genome replication in the 17 diploid lines. The number of mutations accumulated in haploid and diploid lines is summarized in Table 3 . 18
Late mutations did not have a stronger effect than earlier ones (Wilcoxon-Kruskal-Wallis test, Z=-0.23, 19 P=0.8; Figure 4B ). Finally, no conditionally lethal mutations were found when tetrads from diploid lines 20 were replica-plated on minimal medium in which metabolites must be synthesized by de novo. 21 We analyzed rates of lethal and large-effect mutations in haploid and diploid lines using a likelihood model 22 that assumes mutations are independently drawn from a Poisson distribution (data in Table 3 ). We 23 compared several models constraining mutation rates between time periods and ploidy levels ( Table 4) .
The best (i.e. with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion, AIC) model indicates a basal mutation rate u 1 = 1.1×10 -4 (support limits 0.7×10 -4 -1.6×10 -4 ), which is the same in haploids and diploids, but increases in 2 the second period by a factor f = 2.1 (support limits 1.2 -3.7). This strong period effect indicates that the 3 observed mutation rate per haploid genome replication during the last 1700 generations was about twice 4 higher than during the first 3100 generations in both haploid and diploid lines. Furthermore, the distribution 5 of the number of mutations per line shows no underlying heterogeneity among lines for the mutation rate 6 ( Table 5 ). Assuming that the mutation rate is gamma-distributed among strains, and computing the 7 likelihood of the data with a gamma-Poisson mixture, we find no significant heterogeneity among strains 8 for both haploid and diploid lines, and no trend indicating higher heterogeneity in mutation rates in the 9 second period of the experiment. 10
We studied epistasis in lines with two segregating mutations of large effect by comparing the observed 11 fitness of double mutants with their expected fitness if single-mutants had multiplicative fitness effects 12 ( Figure 5 ). Five pairs showed synergistic epistasis, of which two were from diploid lines, two were from 13 haploid lines with decelerating fitness decline and the last pair was from a haploid line with accelerating 14 fitness decline. Thus, accelerating fitness decline is not due to synergistic epistasis in these lines. Lastly, 15 three out of six pairs of mutations from diploid lines showed antagonistic epistasis. 16
Mutation rates to canavanine resistance 17
We tested whether genetic mutation rates were higher for parental genotypes from t=4800 generations 18 (carrying the evolved mitochondrial genomes) than for the ancestor. To do this, we estimated mutation rates 19 for a subset of haploid genotypes isolated from the MA lines using the ρ0 method (Rosche and Forster 20 2000). We find that low fitness strains have a lower mutation rate than do strains with fitness similar to the 21 ancestor (Wilcoxon-Kruskal-Wallis test comparing strains with fitness higher versus lower than 0.95; Z=-22 3.8, P<0.0001; Figure 6 ). 23
Discussion
1
Our aims were to test whether accelerating fitness decline in mutation accumulation (MA) lines of yeast 2 was due to synergistic epistasis among deleterious mutations, and more broadly, to estimate selection 3 coefficients and epistatic interactions among deleterious mutations in haploid and diploid MA lines. We 4 found no association between synergistic epistasis and an accelerating fitness decline in MA lines ( Table  5 1, Figure 5 ). Synergistic epistasis in haploid lines was rare, and present in both lines with decelerating or 6 accelerating fitness decline. Consequently, we conclude that these MA lines do not support synergistic 7 epistasis among deleterious mutations, which has now become rarer (but see
and other large-effect mutation rates, as well as possible causes of accelerating fitness loss and mutation 10 accumulation in these lines. 11
The second common explanation for accelerating fitness decline in MA lines is that mutation rates increased decline. This pattern probably results from fit strains having a higher basal tolerance to canavanine than 16 loaded stains. Nevertheless, the three-fold difference in mutation rates observed between fit and unfit strains 17 makes mutator alleles unlikely in these lines. Mutator alleles are unlikely also because large-effect 18 mutations were evenly (Poisson) distributed among lines, without any indication that mutation rates towards 19 large-effect mutations were heterogeneous among strains, or that they increased over time (Table 5) . 20
Moreover, at least seven out of 32 haploid lines showed a clear acceleration of fitness decline (Figure 1 ; 21 
(potentially altering condition) during the first 3100 generations accumulated an even greater load during 11 the last 1700 generations. However, none of the haploid lines that contribute to the accelerating fitness 12 decline has accumulated a large-effect mutation in the first 3100 generations of MA ( Fig. 1; Table 1 ). 13
Another possibility -besides synergistic epistasis and elevated genetic mutation rates -is that 14 mitochondrial mutations played a key role in the acceleration of fitness loss in these lines. precludes us from studying mitochondrial mutations directly because we experimentally removed 20 mitochondrial DNA from the parental haploid genotypes prior to segregating their nuclear mutations (this 21 was done to avoid heteroplasmy and vegetative segregation of mitochondrial mutations). Consequently, all 22 segregants carry the ancestral mitochondrial genome. Nevertheless, we can gain some information about 23 the fitness effects of mitochondrial mutations by comparing the fitness of a set of segregants to the fitness 24 of their parent line at t=4800. If a t=4800 genotype carries mitochondrial mutations impacting fitness, weshould be unable to find segregants (all carrying the mutation-free mitochondrial genome) with the same 1 fitness as the t=4800 parent. Indeed, we find that the least fit segregants in haploid lines B4, C3 and D1 are 2 fitter than their respective t=4800 genotype, suggesting that these lines accumulated deleterious 3 mitochondrial mutations. Critically, fitness loss decelerates in these three lines (Table 1) . Thus, these 4 putative deleterious mitochondrial mutations do not contribute to the accelerating fitness loss observed in 5 the haploid lines. 6
Mitochondrial mutations can also impact mutation accumulation by modifying nuclear mutation rates 7 (Veatch et al. 2009 ). This could explain our results if mitochondrial mutations occurring during the first 8 3100 generations of MA increased nuclear mutation rates during the last 1700 generations. The direct 9 fitness effect of these mitochondrial mutations would need to be small (<1%) to be consistent with our 10 results, however known mitochondrial modifiers increase nuclear mutation rates by altering major cell strains from t=4800 (and thus carrying evolved mitochondrial genomes) have nuclear mutation rates 14 potentially higher than the ancestor in our fluctuation tests (Fig. 6) , and neither of these two strains (A1 and 15 B1; not dissected) showed a significant fitness loss. Consequently, we also reject mitochondrial mutators 16 as an explanation for our results. 17
The acceleration of load accumulation ( Figure 1A ; Dickinson 2008) and of the number of large-effect 18 mutations accumulated in the haploid lines thus need to be explained without evoking synergistic epistasis, 19 mitochondrial mutations and increased genetic mutation rates. A fourth possibility is that cryptic 20 environmental effects increased mutation rates during the last 1700 generations of MA relative to the first 21 3100 generations. Cryptic environmental effects on mutation rates can be tested with the diploid lines since 22 they shared the same environment (growth medium and incubator) as the haploid lines, and consequently 23 they too should have been impacted. We indeed found that the rate of mutation accumulation was 2. cryptic environmental effects on mutation rates cannot be tested directly with the current data.
Instead of revealing the role of epistasis for the shape of fitness decline in MA lines, our study highlights 1 the importance of mutations with large fitness effects for the mutational load in MA experiments. Indeed, 2 we find that nearly all the variation in fitness among segregants from diploid and haploid lines was 3 explained by one or two large-effect mutations, which implies that variance in fitness among lines is largely 4 due to variance in mutational effects. This is expected when lines are propagated for a short period of time 5 good comparison for our estimate because it includes deletions having no effect on fitness, whereas our 2 experiments focus on deleterious mutations. If instead we calculate the number of essential genes relative 3 to the number of ORFs impacting fitness (i.e. number of lethals/(lethals+deleterious)), we find that 45% of 4
ORFs deletions impacting fitness are lethal (W≤0.99 was used as cut-off for deleterious mutations; we get 5 experiments. Unfortunately, there are currently no estimate of the rate of deleterious mutations with s<0.01 10 which would provide a better estimate of the proportion of lethals among random mutations. 11
49% if
Environmental effects and unwanted evolution in controls were obvious problems in MA experiments 12 carried out with organisms, such as Drosophila, which cannot be preserved free of evolution, e.g. frozen 13 (Keightley 1996; Fry et al. 1999) . Such organisms make it difficult to obtain an appropriate control for the 14 lines experiencing Muller's ratchet. This issue was thought to be resolved by working with microorganisms 15 and roundworms that can be cryopreserved. Our study shows that microbial mutation rates might be more 16 vulnerable to slight environmental variation than previously assumed, as revealed recently in the bacterium 17
Escherichia coli (e.g. Krasovec et al. 2014) . This idea will need to be tested with specific mutation 18 accumulation lines. Table 1 . Competitive fitness of clones from the haploid lines at two time-points (3100 and 4800 generations), and fitness classes among 32 segregants (average±95%C.I.). AB represents the fitness class most similar to the ancestor, aB and Ab carry a single large-effect mutation, and ab is the double-mutant. The last four columns present outputs from an ANOVA of segregants fitness including mutations classes (mut.), days (not shown), mutation×days interaction (not shown), and segregants (seg.) effects. By definition, W=1 at t=0. "N.A." is "Not applicable" because the genotypes do not exist. 23.4 (a) "+2.5" is for line C5, for which mutations were numerous but could not be dated; we assume that 2 or 3 (hence the notation "2.5") mutations accumulated in each period; (b) "+5" counts five mutations in C5; (c) F5 had two clear mutations at generation 3100, but too many mutations to observe fitness classes by generation 4800; we conservatively assume this was due to one extra mutation. Table 5 . Mutation rate heterogeneity among haploid and diploid lines for the first and second period of the MA experiment. Mutation rate heterogeneity was estimated by maximum likelihood, assuming that mutation rates are gamma distributed among strains, and that the number of observed mutations per strain is Poisson distributed (Gamma-Poisson mixture). The parameter v corresponds to the variance of the gamma distribution aforementioned, with support limits within 2 likelihood units. LRT P-value refers to the likelihood ratio test given the null hypothesis v = 0 (i.e. no rate heterogeneity among strains). No v estimates are significantly different from zero. Data as in Table 3 , compiling the number of strains having 0, 1, 2 or 3 large mutations in either period. Fitness effect of single-mutations identified among segregants of (A) haploids at 4800 generations crossed to the ancestor, and (B) diploid clones from both 3100 and 4800 generations. For single-mutations segregating in haploids, we used fitness trajectories during mutation accumulation to attribute mutations to the first 3100 generations or last 1700 generations of the MA experiment. Note however that the two distributions should not be compared directly because, whereas mutations from all 16 diploid lines are included here, only 12 (out of 32) haploid lines with large fitness changes are shown. Relationship between mutation rates and competitive fitness for parental haploid clones from t=4800 (circles) and for the haploid ancestors (square, with 95% C.I.).
